
Sweet Wife 1921 

Chapter 1921: fame was not something that could be easily borrowed 

 

Really, she could not afford to lose it. 

As for the casting of the actors, there was really no room for any mistakes. Even a small prop could not 

make any mistakes. 

“By the way, how is the Supporting Role You’ve Chosen?” 

Yi ling asked Yan Huan, “Have you decided who you’re going to choose?” 

“Yes, I’ve decided.”Yan Huan found a chair for himself to sit down. Actually, not only Yi Ling, but even 

she was also relieved. 

“Which one is it?”Yi Ling leaned her back and relaxed. 

“Xie Weining.” 

Yan Huan remembered the name of the newcomer. 

“Are you sure it’s her?”Yi Ling naturally did not object to Yan Huan’s choice. She had said it before. The 

newcomers that Linlang had signed over the past few years were all outstanding and could be brought 

out, she would not give them any trouble. 

But did she really want Xie Weining? 

“Yes, it’s confirmed. It’s her, right? There’s no need to change it.”Yan Huan did not have that much time. 

As long as there were no major problems with Yi Ling, she would not choose a second time. 

Choosing? Could it be that she still needed time? Her time right now was very expensive. After she 

returned home, she still had to bring Xun Xun over so that she could get into character earlier. Of 

course, she also had to make a deal with the little lass to prevent her from crying and not wanting to 

film. 

“I feel that Yang Keke is better.”Rowling also sat down beside him. “Aren’t you going to consider 

her?”Rowling suggested to Yan Huan. Of course, she was only making a suggestion, but it was also a 

suggestion. As for Yan Huan’s final choice.., it was still up to him. who she wanted to choose was her 

own decision. The production team completely respected her 

“What’s your reason for letting me choose her?” 

Yan Huan tidied up his clothes. He also wanted to hear Rowling’s reason for choosing Yang Keke. 

“Reason. How should I explain this?”Rowling had to think about it carefully. 

“Her looks are not bad, her popularity is not bad, and her acting skills are above average. Her face is also 

very recognizable, and everyone is saying that she will become the second you, and possibly reach your 

current level. Are these reasons enough?” 



On the contrary, when Rowling mentioned Xie Weining, she did not have much of an impression. The 

main reason was that in the past few years, the company had a lot of new people, and Xie Weining was 

one of them who did not have a sense of presence, it was also possible that she had just arrived at the 

company, so there were no good films for her to film. She was also not very popular. However, based on 

the conditions, she was also outstanding. However, compared to Yang Keke.., she might still be a little 

inferior. 

Yi Ling also nodded. “You have to think carefully. Don’t change roles frequently in the middle. Instead, 

when you see that Yang Keke is outstanding, you want to change her again.” 

Yan Huan suddenly smiled. “When I want to promote her, she can become the second me. If I don’t 

promote her, how can she become the second me?” 

And Yi Ling and Lord Rowling made such a move. 

Did Yan Huan mean that she wanted to suppress that Yang Coco? Instead, she wanted to promote Xie 

Weining. was that so? Of course, Yan Huan also had the ability to do so. Xie Weining wasn’t too bad to 

begin with. If it was bad enough, they wouldn’t have agreed to sign her. As for Yang Coco, who was a 

rising star, if Yan Huan really wanted to suppress her.., then she would not be able to stand out for the 

rest of her life. 

Yan Huan only had this kind of ability. Not only did she have linlang, but her current influence in the 

entertainment industry could easily make Yang Keke suffer with just a few words. Also.., don’t forget 

about Lu Yi’s relationship with the Sarft and his methods of investigating cases. who did not have some 

dark history? It was just that some people hid it well, while some people were unfortunately found out. 

Of course, it all depended on how far Yan Huan had gone so far. 

Yi Ling and the others didn’t ask much either. Yang Keke hadn’t reached the stage yet, so it was up to 

him to decide how things would develop. If Yan Huan really didn’t like her, there was nothing they could 

do about it. 

The first two parts were still being arranged in a tight schedule. Almost everything was ready at the set. 

They were just waiting for the work here to be completed, and then they would go over together. The 

wiring over there had already been repaired, everything was already arranged and ready. 

Yang Keke sat there like that. Of course, she was also full of confidence. Compared to many rookies, she 

could be considered unique. Of course, there were also some big shots. Perhaps it was because of that 

sentence that she was Yan Huan’s future successor. 

After all, Yan Huan was no longer taking on any scenes. It could be said that he was retiring from filming. 

His focus in life was placed on his family. Many people might feel that it was a pity. 

She was only thirty years old now. If she continued filming, she might have a higher status than what 

others could imagine. She might also have a status that ordinary people would forget about, however, 

she did not take this path. Many people did not understand and did not understand her. She also knew 

that a woman’s greatest achievement in life was not how rich she was or how much money she could 

earn, instead, it was that she would have a husband who doted on her and loved her, as well as their 

children. She loved her husband and her children more than anything else. 



Between two people, there would always be someone who needed to sacrifice. and Yan Huan did not 

call such a choice a sacrifice, but happiness. 

Moreover, Yan Huan did not have that great of an ambition. She had already gotten everything she 

wanted. She did not need to stand too high up. She had always been a little afraid of heights. 

That was why there was the name of Yan Huan’s successor. However, very few rookies had the ability 

and achievement that Yan Huan had. She became famous at the age of 23 and also received her first big 

award in her life, the best rookie award, there was also the Best Supporting Actress award. At the age of 

24, she had already received the best actress award in the country. Not long after, before filming 

another film, she directly received the International Best Actress award. To the people of China.., this 

was an extremely rare occurrence. 

It was not easy to be Yan Huan’s successor. Without her good luck, it would be extremely difficult to 

achieve all these. 

And now, her successor had appeared. It was Yang Keke. Although Yang Keke did not really want to be 

Yan Huan’s successor, these words of ‘successor’allowed her to have more resources than others in the 

company. However.., in her heart, she had never thought that the only reason she was able to obtain all 

of this was because she borrowed Yan Huan’s fame. It was also because of her own abilities that she had 

gained the recognition of others. 

The higher-ups were currently announcing the matter of which of these newbies would be joining the 

first and second film crews. The first and second film crews would use the original crew, but there would 

be a few roles that would be chosen from among them, as for who would be chosen, there wasn’t much 

suspense. After all, they would be acting together with many movie queens and best actors. 

Chapter 1922: little transparent, had turned the tables 

 

Not to mention the others, even the prideful Yang Keke was very concerned about the selection of this 

role. This time, the person who decided the role wasn’t Yi Ling, nor was it Rowling, but Yan Huan, after 

all, they were going to act for Yan Huan. Putting aside other matters, at the very least, they couldn’t 

make Yan Huan hate them. Of course, this time, you could take Yan Huan as really looking for a 

successor for you. 

However, she would have to see who would win this time. 

Of course, everyone here, including Yang Keke herself, also believed that the final winner would be her, 

and not anyone else. 

Yang Keke sat up straight and waited for the results to be announced. Of course, she believed that there 

was no suspense. The final choice would definitely be her. 

The previous characters had all been decided. They all knew about this. When it came to announcing the 

candidate for this supporting role, no one was actually excited because it was impossible for it to land on 

them. 



It was the same for Xie Weining. Her fingers that she was playing were also somewhat absent-minded. 

Yes, it had nothing to do with her. En, it had nothing to do with her. She had better film her other 

characters first. There was always a chance, right? 

In the end, when she came back to her senses, she realized that many people were looking at her. No, 

everyone’s gaze was focused on her. 

It was over. She hurriedly sat up straight. Could it be that she was too absent-minded just now and was 

noticed by others? She lowered her head. This time, she did not even dare to raise her head. 

As for what was said just now, she really did not pay attention to it. However, even if she did not listen, 

she knew what it was. 

Wasn’t it just that Keke Yang was chosen to be a supporting role? wasn’t it just that she could 

participate in the first two scenes? wasn’t it just that she was going to become famous. 

Alright, if there were no questions, then everyone should make preparations first. We will inform 

everyone before the start of filming. Yiling closed her laptop and Jiayi quickly came over to help her put 

away her laptop, in the entire Linlang, other than some actors who were in high demand, there was no 

way their managers would look down on them. 

And now, the one who was in the limelight the most was Jiayi. No one knew how she managed to catch 

Yan Huan’s eye. Yan Huan liked her very much and had asked Yi Ling to personally take care of her. 

Yi Ling was now the person in charge of Linlang. Her words had absolute authority and she could let 

Linlang carry out any of her decisions. 

She could easily beat someone red, and of course, she could also hide someone. Of course, those who 

could be brought along by her would also have a certain amount of weight. Clearly, Jiayi was one of 

them, she was originally specially groomed by Yi Ling, and she was also very well liked by Yan Huan. 

Most importantly, under Jiayi’s name, there was only Yan Huan. If she could bring along a rookie.., then 

the possibility of her head being exposed was very high and it would be very easy. 

After Yiling and the others left, Xie weining heaved a sigh of relief. However, she was still a little nervous. 

Of course, she was also embarrassed because she had been in a daze just now and had really not heard 

anything. 

If she had not heard anything, she could only play dumb. 

However, why did she feel that the way others looked at her was strange? It was as if there was a 

trumpet flower growing on her head. 

“Coco...”when she saw that Coco Yang was about to leave, she quickly took a step forward. In fact, she 

just wanted to congratulate her. However, before she could open her mouth, Coco Yang turned around 

and left. Also, the look in her eyes at that time.., it was as if she had a deep grudge against her. 

However, Xie Weining touched her face. Her face had not changed, right? She had not done anything. 

Why was she looking at her like that. 

She was really baffled, but she did not dare to ask anyone else. She could only hold it in. Not long after, 

she, who was still confused, was standing in Yi Ling’s office. 



For a nobody like her, she felt incredulous. She thought that she would have to look up to others for the 

rest of her life, in the end, they met at such a close distance. 

“I feel pretty good,”Yi Ling said to Rowling. “It’s quite recognizable.” 

Rowling sized her up for a long time before nodding, “En, it’s still alright. At least compared to the 

popular internet celebrities, it’s indeed more recognizable. Moreover, she’s very young, 23 years 

old.”Therefore, compared to Yang Keke.., her age was indeed a little old. In this aspect, she didn’t have 

much of an advantage. Yang Keke was now 26 years old, four years younger than Yan Nan. She hadn’t 

become famous yet. If she really became famous.., could it be that she was about to reach 30? 

Therefore, it was better to be younger. After all, old age had its limitations. 

“Jiayi, come over here for a moment,”Yi Ling called out to Jiayi. 

Jiayi also walked over and stood beside Yi Ling. 

“Her name is Xie Weining. She will be an artist under your name from now on. You Don’t have to care 

too much about Yanhuan. After she takes on this show, she will no longer take on such an important 

show. You just have to find a new artist to bring you along.” 

“Okay, sister Yiling, I got it.”Jiayi was also beaming. She had a pretty good impression of her new artiste. 

She initially thought that they wanted her to take on that Coco Yang, for some reason, she had always 

disliked Coco Yang. Whenever she saw that woman’s face, she hated it. She also felt that the actress was 

a little too sharp. 

Fortunately, it wasn’t that Yang Coco. Compared to that Yang Coco, Xie weining seemed to be easier to 

get along with and caught her eye. 

When Xie Weining came out, she was still confused. 

“Sister Jiayi, why do you want to be my manager?”Xie weining asked Jiayi in confusion. She was a 

newcomer. So far, there were no major works. No matter what, a person like Jiayi who worked for her 

boss would never choose an unknown rookie like her, who was also a little transparent, but why did she 

have to choose her this time? She just didn’t understand. 

Jiayi was still smiling and didn’t put on any airs. 

“You want to be in the top two. Believe in me and believe in yourself. You will definitely become 

famous.”Jiayi was very confident about this. It seemed like a bright new star was about to rise. 

Xie weining pointed at her face. She blinked again and swallowed her saliva. Was this true? Could it be 

that she’s making it up? The one who wants to shoot the first two is not Coco Yang, but her. 

Is it her, the newcomer? 

Is it her, the little transparent.” 

Is it her, xieweining? 

Chapter 1923: who to question 

 



“Yes, it’s you.”Jiayi took out the documents from her bag, “You’ll be very busy with your work, so you 

won’t have time to do anything else. Although you’re just a small supporting role, you’ll have a lot of 

scenes in the first two scenes. and next, you’ll have to undergo a series of pre-filming training, so you’d 

better take it all back. You’ll be busy.” 

Jiayi patted Xie Weining on the shoulder to encourage her. “Do your best. I have high hopes for you.” 

Xie Weining’s mouth was agape, but she did not know what to say. She wanted to shoot the first two 

scenes. She wanted to shoot such a big scene. She wanted to shoot together with Yan Huan. Where did 

all this come from? 

Was she lying to her? 

Was she lying to her? 

Was she trying to coax her? 

Was she trying to scare her? 

Could it be... she swallowed her saliva. When she was lost in her thoughts, the person who was 

announced to be the first two scenes was not Coco Yang, but her. It was no wonder that when Coco 

Yang left.., she would stare at her with hatred in her eyes. She thought that she had offended her again, 

but it turned out that she had really offended her. 

She had stolen Coco Yang’s role. 

That’s not right. Xie weining shook her head. That role was not Coco Yang’s at all. After all, no one knew 

what the final outcome of the company’s decision would be, it was just that they all thought that the 

one who would be chosen in the end would definitely be Coco Yang. Even Coco Yang herself was also so 

convinced that she had never doubted whether she could be chosen. 

Of course, the final result would change before the company announced it. It wouldn’t be 100% that 

Coco Yang would be chosen. Of course, there would also be other people who would appear. 

Although this result might have exceeded everyone’s expectations, Xie weining also felt that she 

deserved it. She wouldn’t be foolish enough to push out such a good opportunity, she had entered 

Linlang for a better development, not to serve Yang Keke. 

Yes, she clenched her hands. She had to act well. At the very least, she could not let Yang Keke look 

down on her. Her conditions were not worse than Yang Keke’s, but because of her bad luck.., she did not 

act in as many films as Yang Keke, so she was not as popular as others. However, she believed that as 

long as she acted in a few good films, she would not be too bad. Look.., now was her chance. She would 

definitely take advantage of such a good opportunity. 

On this side, Xie Weining didn’t let out a sigh of relief after getting a good role. She also felt like she had 

ascended to the heavens in one step. In fact, she felt like she was under a mountain of pressure. 

As for Yang Keke, the more she thought about it, the more she felt unconvinced. She was obviously the 

most suitable one with such a good popularity, but why did it end up being that Idiot Xie Weining, what 

was so special about this xie weining that she was better than her? Now, she still had to let Jiayi take 

care of her. wasn’t it obvious that the company would focus on nurturing Xie Weining in the future? 



If that was the case, then what about her? What was she going to do? 

No, she stood up. She couldn’t let others snatch away her opportunity just like that. 

“You’re looking for me?”Yi Ling lifted her face from the pile of documents. When she saw that Yang Keke 

didn’t look too good, she didn’t like her too much either. Didn’t she know that she was very busy now? 

Why did she have to look for her? 

In the past, her impression of Yang Keke had always been quite good. But now, to be honest, it was 

really a big discount. 

“President Yi, I...” 

Yang Keke, who had originally come to question her, was inexplicably a little afraid of Yi Ling now. 

In fact, Yi Ling wasn’t that scary. Her personality was a little silly. However, because she had lived with 

Lei Qingyi for a long time, she had learned some things about Lei Qingyi, so it always made people feel a 

bit of pressure on her. 

It was no wonder. Yang Keke, who was originally full of anger, couldn’t do anything good with her. She 

was suddenly like a mother 

“President Yi, I want to ask, why did you choose Xie Weining this time?” 

“This is the company’s decision. Why? Do you have any objections?”Yi Ling had been in this industry for 

a long time. Don’t think that she didn’t know what Yang Keke was thinking. 

Yang Keke straightened her back and told herself that she couldn’t accept her fate here. 

“President Yi, I feel that I might be more suitable for this role.” 

“You might be suitable.”Yi Ling threw the pen on the table, “Yes, many people also think that you are 

suitable. You also think that you are suitable. Perhaps even I think that you are suitable, but there is one 

person who thinks that you are not suitable.” 

“Who is it?”Coco Yang hurriedly asked. Her voice was a little sharp, and some of it pricked Yi Ling’s 

eardrums. Yi Ling did not like such actors. Once she gained a little fame, she started to become a big 

shot, did she really think that no one could surpass her? When Yan Huan was her age, he was already a 

movie queen domestically and internationally. The name box office spirit medicine was already famous 

in the entire entertainment industry, however, she did not have much confidence in herself. She did not 

even have the most basic common sense. 

They all thought that the entire world revolved around her. 

Yi Ling picked up her pen again and said in a faint voice, “Whoever gets the lead in the show will have 

the final say. You Can’t change anything by looking for me here. It’s impossible for the role to change. 

Since you have the time to ask these questions, why don’t you go back and Hone your acting skills? 

Alright, you can go back now.” 

Yi Ling was in a hurry. She was very pressed for time and didn’t want to waste her time elsewhere. Could 

she just let her work properly for a while? 



Yang Keke walked out with a flushed face. Although Yi Ling didn’t say much, she already understood 

what she meant. 

Xie Weining stealing her role wasn’t decided by the company, but by Yan Huan. 

No wonder everyone in the company had told her that the company had deliberately let her participate 

in the first two roles. But now, they had suddenly changed roles and eliminated her, replacing her with 

another Xie Weining who was not as famous as her, xie Weining was also not as famous as her in all 

aspects. 

And the only person who could do all this, other than Yi Ling, was Yan Huan. 

She clenched her fingers by her side, her face twisted with anger. 

Yan Huan, what did she mean by this? She couldn’t bear to see her doing well, but she also couldn’t bear 

to see her surpass her, could she? 

A car stopped outside the beautiful gates. Yan Huan opened the car door and got out first. Then, she 

carried her daughter out of the car. 

She squatted down. 

“Xunxun, you have to perform well. I’m counting on you. Our Xunxun is the best, right?” 

“Yes.”Xunxun nodded her head vigorously. 

Chapter 1924: I just don’t like you 

 

“Mommy, xunxun will help mommy in a while,”Xunxun clenched her little fists tightly and promised. She 

would work very hard. She would work hard with her brothers. 

Only then did Yan Huan Stand Up. She gently stroked her daughter’s little head and held her little hand 

tightly as she entered the room. The security guards outside naturally recognized her. They only saluted 

her, yan Huan also tapped the sand in front of them. She saw Xunxun raise her little face and look at the 

two giant uncles from time to time. Actually, she had met many giant uncles, especially at the place 

where her father worked, many giant uncles wore the same clothes. However, the giant uncles here 

were not as terrifying as the giant uncles in her father’s place. 

Yan Huan held his daughter’s little hand tightly and brought her in. When the people in the beautiful 

room saw Yan Huan, they could not help but feel a little respect for him. Of course, they did not forget 

about Little Yan Huan. 

This was because she looked too much like her mother. It was not that she was good-looking, but she 

was very young and her acting skills were quite good. This was also because she resembled her mother 

very much. 

If the little girl wanted to become famous again, she could have done so, but she didn’t. Because her 

mother wasn’t willing, she rejected many of the advertisements for the films. Otherwise.., the little girl 

could now earn money for her own milk powder. 



Yan Huan brought Xun Xun to director Jin’s place. Xun Xun still needed to go through an audition. Yan 

Huan originally thought that it would be difficult to convince Xun Xun. If Xun Xun wasn’t willing, there 

was nothing she could do, the three children in her family were all very temperamental. Of course, they 

were obedient, but they were even more stubborn. If they really did not like it, even if they were beaten 

or scolded, they would still not agree. Fortunately.., xunxun was very easy to convince when it came to 

filming. Yan Huan did not say much to xunxun, but xunxun had already agreed. 

Director Jin hurriedly went over and picked Xun Xun up. 

“Hello, grandfather.”Xun Xun’s small mouth split open as he smiled. That small appearance was really 

beautiful and cute. It was as if he wanted director Jin to carry him home. Director Jin’s son was still 

single, who knew that he would have to find a daughter-in-law for him and give birth to a grandson? If 

he had such a beautiful granddaughter, he would be so happy that he would die. 

He spoke with Tongxun for a long time in a rare manner. Only then did Tongxun talk about how to act. 

Director Jin had taught Xun Xun to act on television. Of course, he also knew a little about Xun Xun’s 

character. If he communicated with Xun Xun.., it would be much easier than other people. 

Furthermore, Xun Xun was very obedient. Of course, her performance was also very good. The feeling 

she had when she was filming the last time was still there. Therefore, whenever director Jin asked her to 

put on an expression, she would immediately be able to show it on her own. 

This made director Jin so happy that he was rubbing his hands together. 

He felt that whether or not he would really be able to win a director’s award in the first two scenes this 

time, whether or not he would really have to rely on this. 

Since the moment before he started filming, he had received the Best Director’s Award. In the past few 

years, he had also filmed quite a number of films. Although his achievements were not low, and his 

reputation had always been on the rise in the ratings.., however, he had never felt like he had made a 

film like the one before the beginning. 

Therefore, he had to work hard this time and strive to make the first two films well. It could be 

considered his greatest achievement in his life. 

He was old, and he might not be able to make a few more films. 

“Very good.”Director Jin’s smiling face was filled with a few folds, “Little Xunxun’s performance is really 

too good. She’s much better than the child star we found. Of course, she’s also a little more beautiful.” 

Xunxun hugged her mother’s legs shyly. She knew that someone was praising her. They even said that 

she had no sense of propriety. In front of adults, she even knew how to be shy. 

This time, Yan Huan was only here to test Xunxun’s acting skills. She still had to send Xunxun back. Ye 

Shuyun was going to prepare some things for Xunxun soon. These things had to be brought to her little 

granddaughter as well, if not for the fact that she still had two grandsons at home, she would have gone 

along with them. However, she had no choice. She doted on xunxun, but Xiao Qi and Xiao Guang could 

not ignore her. Her mother was going to film, and her father was busy, lu Jin and elder Ji at home knew 

that they were jealous every day. They were also not very helpful, so it was better for her to do it 

herself. 



When Yan Huan held onto her daughter’s little hand and wanted to go back, a person ran up to her 

angrily, but was blocked by Bai Zhi, who was quick-witted. Otherwise, if she really bumped into her like 

this, Yan Jing wouldn’t say anything. What if she bumped into Xun Xun? 

Xun Xun was also frightened. She hid behind her mother, and her little hand grabbed a piece of her 

mother’s clothes. Her little head stuck out from her mother’s back, and she looked strangely at that 

strange aunt. 

“Miss Yan, I have something to discuss with you.”Yang Keke was blocked by Bai Zhi, but she had to move 

forward from time to time. 

Yan Huan stretched out his hand and carried his daughter. 

He carried his daughter and walked forward. She did not feel that she had anything to say to Yang Keke. 

“Miss Yan, don’t you think that I’m more suitable for the first two roles?” 

Yang Keke’s eyes were red with anxiety. She had forgotten that she was doing this in public. If she said 

this, she would be throwing her face away. 

Yan Huan stopped in her tracks. She lowered her head and met Xun Xun Xun’s round and Bright Eyes. 

She suddenly raised her red lips, “Whether Miss Yang is suitable or not, it’s not up to you. It’s a decision 

made by the company. If you have any objections to this outcome, you can negotiate with the company. 

Also, please take note of Your Yan Huan in the future. Even with your words and actions today, I won’t 

use you.” 

The more famous an artiste was, the more they had to pay attention to their image. If they did not do a 

small detail well, it might attract a large amount of verbal abuse. Furthermore, it was like today, in front 

of so many people.., they had to ask others why they did not choose her. 

She, what was wrong with Yan Huan not choosing her? She did not like her. 

Yan Huan carried his daughter out. The little girl now was a little bolder. If she were a child, she would 

have been scared to tears. Therefore, it was indeed necessary to let the children interact with other 

people, this was also the biggest reason why Yan Huan agreed to let Xunxun film the first two scenes. 

Meeting more people would make her bolder. 

When they reached the Lu family, old master Lu carried xunxun away just as they reached the door. As 

for Lu Jin, he could only stare at the side, unable to extend his hand. 

Seeing that Xunxun was going to film, he couldn’t even show his face in front of his granddaughter a few 

times. Wasn’t Old Master Lu Here? That was why ye Shuyun said that Lu Jin and old master Lu were 

really unreliable. At such an old age, they only knew how to be jealous and drink soy sauce. Nothing 

mattered. 

Chapter 1925: officially began shooting 

 

Yan Huan took out his phone and sat on the sofa. Then, he listened to the voice coming from the phone. 



“Miss Yan, it’s me. I’m Jiayi.” 

“What’s Wrong?”Because of his past life, Yan Huan liked Jiayi very much. Otherwise, the current Jiayi 

would not be by Yiling’s side, she also had a status that did not lose out to other veteran managers. In 

the future, the artistes she brought along would have more resources and opportunities than other 

managers. 

“Miss Yan, let me tell you...”Jiayi was simply too excited on the other end of the phone. 

“Miss Xie’s own conditions are better than what we expected. She knows some martial arts. She chose 

the right role.” 

Knowing martial arts was good. Yan Huan liked these actors. He had his own characteristics. Of course, it 

would be even better if he could endure hardships. He must not be like Su Muran or that Sun Yuhan, in 

fighting scenes, they used doubles. In crying scenes, they could only use eye drops. 

She could not be considered a discerning person, but she liked a little round face more. 

Because like her, she was just a little round face. 

It was just that she was a little melancholic because she was going to shoot a scene. She didn’t know 

how long this scene would take, but it wouldn’t be too short. If it didn’t go smoothly, it might take a year 

and a half to two years, if it went smoothly, it would at least take a year. She would have such a long 

time, and if she couldn’t see Lu Yi, she wouldn’t be able to see Xiao Qi and Xiao Guang. 

Time passed really quickly. It seemed like yesterday, she was still feeling melancholic. She was still 

thinking about how long it would be before she could see her husband and son, but today, she was 

going to leave. 

“Don’t you feel anything at all?” 

Yan Huan just sat at the side, staring at her good husband and good man who didn’t say a word as he 

helped her pack her luggage. He really didn’t feel anything at all. He really didn’t have any intention of 

missing her even before she left. 

Wasn’t it sad that they were about to be separated from each other? 

Wasn’t it? 

Wasn’t it.. 

Was there something he said to her? 

“What do you want to feel?”Lu Yi was still tidying up Yan Huan’s luggage in a tepid manner. His memory 

was very good, so he knew what he had to bring over. Furthermore, he had been tidying up his luggage 

for several days.., basically, all he could think of was to bring it over. 

Meanwhile, Yan Huan was at a loss for words because of Lu Yi’s question. 

She raised her face and looked at the sky with a worried expression, telling her how she had married 

such an uninterested husband. 



From the beginning to the end, Lu Yi had helped her pack boxes after boxes of luggage before boarding 

the plane and departing. 

Yan Huan had never seen him express any intention of missing her. Or was it that they were an old 

married couple? They had started to have the seven-year itch. Counting the time, it was already seven 

years. 

Then, could it be that it had really become the seven-year itch. 

Lu Yi had found her a younger sister, a mistress, a mistress, and a concubine? 

She narrowed her eyes dangerously. If Lu Yi dared to do so, she would immediately send the plane back. 

She would use a knife to remove his momentum and chop off his penis. 

“Mommy...”Xun Xun gently tugged at Yan Huan’s sleeve. 

“What’s wrong, Baby?”When Yan Huan faced his daughter, he smiled as beautifully as he could. Xun Xun 

was extremely puzzled by her mother’s quick change of expression. 

“Mama, Xun Xun needs to Pee.”Xun Xun tugged on her mother’s clothes again. She did not feel anything 

when she was on the plane, and her little mouth was constantly eating and drinking, to her, such a 

journey could be considered a pretty good one. 

Yan Huan held his daughter’s little hand and brought her to the bathroom. When they returned, the 

little girl rubbed her eyes and was about to fall asleep. 

Yan Huan covered her with a small blanket before he took the script and started reading it. The entire 

plane was filled with staff, so this was not a pleasant journey for them, it could even be said that they 

were excited and nervous. 

After all, everyone had high expectations for this drama. The higher the expectations, the greater the 

pressure they would have to bear. After all, it was a huge drama that had been prepared for so long. 

Even the film had been closed for so long, they were all willing to come out of retirement. It was enough 

to show just how much attention this movie had received. However, everyone was both hopeful and 

afraid at the same time. As long as they did not spoil it, it would be fine. Otherwise.., they would really 

become a joke. 

The box office earnings of this film should not be low. However, even if they won the box office in the 

end, they would not be willing if they lost the word of mouth. It would not be worth it. 

The plane landed on the ground under such a depressing atmosphere. Because the filming location was 

different, they did not even have a way out. They could only rely on the helicopters to send them there 

in batches. 

The filming base was in a mountain forest, which was where they filmed the last time. This time, the 

conditions were much better than the last time. Last time, they lived in tents, but this time was 

different, the land they lived in was like a collection box of houses. They were all connected together 

and were built against the mountains. Because they had been built in advance, there were hundreds of 

such houses. Basically, each person could have one, moreover, the electricity inside was connected. This 

electricity had been connected after much difficulty. It had also cost a lot of people and material 



resources to pull it over. There was no need to use a generator, it was also thanks to Linlang’s extremely 

rich financial resources. First of all, not mentioning anything else, even this electricity was spent a lot. 

Each small dormitory was equipped with a small bathroom and tap water. Not far away, a water tower 

was built. This was to make it convenient to get water nearby. After all, their filming time was not too 

short, excluding the staff who came earlier, another year of normal filming and post-production would 

probably take three years. In these three years, it would take over a thousand days and nights, 

therefore, they learned from the previous lesson and tried their best to let everyone live in a better 

place. 

Yan Huan came with Aunty Gu because Little Xun Xun was still young. During Yan Huan’s daily filming, 

Aunty Gu might have come to take care of Xun Xun. Fortunately, Xun Xun had always been a very 

obedient child, she knew that her mother was busy, so she definitely would not cause trouble for her 

mother. 

Besides taking care of xunxun, Aunt Gu also had to set up a special kitchen for Xunxun in another small 

kitchen. In the end, adult meals were not suitable for such a little one. Of course, when they came.., 

they also brought quite a lot of snacks for xunxun, enough for her to eat for a very long time. Even Yan 

Huan was worried. She felt that she still took a little less snacks. She had never seen Xunxun’s little 

mouth stop moving, it was only a box. If she ate several packets a day, how long would she be able to 

eat? 

Chapter 1926  was here 

 

When all the departments were ready. Yan Huan also let out a sigh of relief. Alright, it was time to 

officially start filming. 

This scene was actually followed by the previous one. After the volcanic eruption, everything seemed to 

have been destroyed along with it. 

At first, a rock moved, and then a hand stretched out. 

After the surface was pushed away, Yan Huan climbed out of the ruins. This was the first time she had 

appeared on camera after such a long time. 

Perhaps they were really lucky. 

No matter who it was, they all survived. At this moment, they were all in a sorry state and covered in 

wounds. The warm sunlight fell on their bodies, and at that moment.., other than the feeling of having 

survived a calamity, there was also an inexplicable sorrow and sorrow. 

Their home had been destroyed, and everything around them seemed to have disappeared along with 

it. There were also withered, lifeless trees everywhere, and the forest that had destroyed everything.., 

the surroundings were so quiet that only the branches swaying in the wind were left. Not even the 

sound of a small bird could be heard. 

Shi Jia turned around. In that instant, her tightly pursed red lips and the blood-red sun reflected in her 

eyes were the only things that remained. 



Director Jin hurriedly shouted for her to stop. Actually, when they were filming the first scene, he felt as 

if his breathing was going to stop. After all, six years had passed, not to mention that Liangchen had 

already retired from filming for a very long time, even Yan Huan had not filmed for a long time. In the 

past few years, it was obvious that their acting skills had become useless due to the lack of filming. 

Therefore, director Jin broke out in a cold sweat on behalf of everyone. He was afraid that if they did not 

act for a long time, they would not know how to act in the end. They were the soul of the production 

team, and the entire production team was born because of them. 

Every expression and action of theirs scared director Jin so much that he did not even dare to breathe. 

He also held his breath, afraid that if there was anything wrong with them, their acting would collapse. 

Fortunately, after this scene was shot, director Jin immediately heaved a sigh of relief. 

Yes, it was alright. 

It was alright, it was alright. 

The fact that he had used this phrase ‘it was alright’in succession meant that he was qualified for the 

performance of these people. Moreover, this was only the first scene and he had only filmed a little of it, 

however, he had already achieved such an effect. If he had filmed it a few more times, it might have 

been even better. In the eyes of everyone, this scene was already perfect. Many of the directors could 

be said to have succeeded. 

However, it was completely impossible for director Jin. 

He was even better. It was even more natural. Of course, he also had a better rapport. Every scene in 

their film had to be perfect. There could not be any flaws. 

The first scene was filmed five times. It was not until the sixth time that director Jin was satisfied. Of 

course, it was also satisfying for everyone. Since the beginning was so good, there was no need to 

mention it in the future. At the very least.., they had already made a good start. It also made everyone 

feel more confident about this film. 

When they were about to shoot the next scene, Yan Huan couldn’t help but raise her head to look at the 

sky. She heard the sound of a helicopter. Yes, a helicopter was coming. They were here to transport 

supplies, right? She didn’t know.., could she use her public property for personal use and buy some 

snacks for Xun Xun. 

She lowered her head and stood up again. Her mind was empty as she continued to shoot the next 

scene. Of course, it was all thanks to Bai Zhi and Lu Yi who had been teaching her for the past few 

months. Otherwise.., she had wasted everything these past few years. It was impossible for her to have 

such skill. 

Director Jin was no longer worried about this. Yan Huan did not seem to have changed at all compared 

to the first film. Moreover, his acting skills were completely on-line. It was just that Liangchen was a 

little worse in the past few years. However.., it was also good that some people were born for this 

industry. Yan Huan was just like Liangchen. It was possible that they did not achieve much of the 

expected effect in the beginning because they had stopped filming for a long time, however, that did not 

mean that they would be able to forget all of this, 



after they got to know each other a few times, the Liangchen of the past seemed to have returned. It 

was still different from the past, but it was also more mature and warmer. However, it did not matter if 

it was related to her status in the drama 

As for Yan Huan, she did not need anyone to worry about her. She was still very much looking forward 

to it and her acting skills were also satisfactory. When it was time for lunch, Yan Huan was not hungry, 

but she wanted to take a look, she did not know if the little girl was picky about her food or if she 

wanted a mother. 

In the end, she thought that she had returned to her own place. When she saw the people inside, she 

could not hold back a single word for a long time. 

“What happened? Your tongue was eaten by a cat?”Lu Yi walked over and used his hand to wipe Yan 

Huan’s face. In the end, after he wiped it, he placed his hand in the air. It did not move. Could This be 

wiped? 

Yan Huan nodded her head in a daze. 

Of course, this could be wiped, it was not a prop. 

However, she stretched out her hand and pointed at Old Master Lu who was feeding Xun Xun. 

Why are they here? Yes, why are they here? Why are they here? 

“How did you guys come?”Why did she feel a little dumbfounded? This place was not a place where she 

could come just because she wanted to. 

“I took a helicopter and brought some things for Xun Xun.”Lu Yi turned around and saw a few large 

cardboard boxes on the ground. Yan Huan walked over and opened one of the boxes, which was filled 

with Xun Xun’s snacks, she also heaved a sigh of relief. As long as Xun Xun could have snacks, it would be 

fine. She was just afraid that she would be unhappy if she did not have anything to eat. If she was 

unhappy, she would start throwing a tantrum. Even though Xun Xun was quite well-behaved.., however, 

she was still a child. Most people would not understand a child’s tantrum and would not understand it. 

She opened another box. There were also Xun Xun’s favorite toys. They had all been moved here. 

She then looked at grandfather Lu, who was sitting on the ground and feeding his granddaughter. No 

wonder he agreed so readily. He had originally planned to come, and grandfather Lu had a good idea. 

Now, they were the only ones in this place. xunxun would be brought by great-grandfather every day in 

the future. However, it was good that she was here. Xunxun did not have to worry about her in the 

future. 

With Aunt Gu and grandfather Lu, how could Xunxun get lost? Grandfather Lu was following his 

granddaughter around. He was afraid that his granddaughter would run away. 

Chapter 1927: He wasn’t leaving 

 



That night, the filming for the day was finally over. Although he had encountered some things in the 

middle, it wasn’t good, but it was still considered smooth sailing. 

“Why aren’t you going back?”Yan ran had just returned when she saw that Lu Yi was still there. Lu Yi had 

already prepared lunch for her. The bento boxes here couldn’t be delivered by helicopter every day. 

That would be too extravagant, the noodles were prepared in advance. As for the vegetables, they were 

grown by themselves. When Yi Ling had set up this base, she had already thought of this point. Hence, 

she had specially opened up a few acres of land, they had also specially hired people to grow the 

vegetables. The vegetables that grew from these vegetable fields were also eaten by them. There was 

still quite a bit left. They even raised dozens of chickens. They were all hens that laid eggs. They also 

gave them extra meals, therefore, their food was considered pretty good. They had eggs every day. They 

also had meat, such as chicken, beef, and pork. Every month, a helicopter would help deliver them, this 

also allowed the people in the production team to have sufficient nutrition. 

Therefore, the dishes cooked by the chef were not inferior to those cooked outside. Moreover, they had 

everything. 

“Eat.”Lu Yi placed the chopsticks on Yan Huan’s hand and sat down himself, “The dishes here are pretty 

good. Grandfather has already eaten two big bowls of rice. Xun Xun has also eaten. Perhaps she saw 

that everyone was eating the same dishes, so she also ate two small bowls of rice. Grandfather brought 

her to digest her food. The air here is very good, and it will make people feel comfortable. The Little 

Fellow’s character has become lively here.” 

“It’s only been a day, and you already know?”Yan Huan couldn’t tell how lively her daughter was. From 

her point of view, it was still the same. 

“I’ll know in a day.”Lu Yi was also eating the rice in his bowl. Perhaps it was really because there were 

too many people, so even he felt that the food here was very delicious. Moreover, the food here was 

also original, however, it was much more nutritious than the bento box. 

“Aren’t you leaving? It’s almost dark outside. Is it dangerous?”Yan Huan looked outside, the progress of 

their filming was already very tense. Of course, it was also in full swing. If there were no other reasons, 

they would have to shoot from the earliest to the evening. If they were to shoot at night.., then they 

would have to work overtime. 

Their place was also very safe. There were walls all around them and they were all equipped with an 

electric fence. Even if there were large beasts, they would not be able to enter. However, if Lu Yi wanted 

to leave.., then it would be a little dangerous. After all, it was too dark and it would not be easy for the 

helicopter to fly. 

“I’m not leaving.”Lu Yi raised his hand and tied up the hair on her face. Then, he gently scratched her 

face, “I’ve already taken care of the work over there. If there’s really anything, I’ll take a helicopter back. 

There’s also some snacks for Xun Xun. I’m not afraid of breaking them.” 

He placed his hand on Yan Huan’s hair. “I didn’t accompany you during the first part. No matter what, I 

want to accompany you to finish filming this movie.” 

Yan Huan suddenly felt that her eyes were burning. She sniffled. Why was she being so emotional? This 

was what moved her so much, wasn’t it? 



“Let’s eat.”Lu Yi tapped Yan Huan’s forehead with his chopsticks again. “Eat well. Your work is 

important. Shoot well. I’m waiting for you to bring glory to me and bring back an international best 

actress.” 

The last time Yan Huan won an award, he was not around. It was already his regret. This time, he 

wanted to see her standing on the highest stage. He believed that she could do it. She definitely could 

do it. 

“Don’t knock. What if you’re Stupid?”Yan Huan pulled Lu Yi’s hand away. “Your Lu family’s IQ is already 

a bully. Do you still think that I’m not stupid enough?” 

Yan Huan lowered her head and focused on eating. This meal was really the most delicious meal she had 

eaten recently. Yes, she had decided that she would definitely act well in this movie, she also wanted to 

get an international best actress award for Lu Yi. 

This wasn’t her honor alone. This was also Lu Yi’s. If it weren’t for Lu Yi, the current her wouldn’t have 

existed. 

She did not know when, but from the second day onwards, Yan Huan felt as if she had entered a magical 

mirror world. Her acting skills seemed to have been switched on, perhaps it was the so-called acting 

skills of her third life that were all frozen in it. 

Whether it was her expression, actions, or her eyes, everyone’s heart was encouraged. The filming of 

the overloaded scenes was also very smooth. No matter how difficult the scenes were.., she was able to 

resolve the problem very quickly and finish filming smoothly. 

It was also possible that this situation was brought about by Yan Huan, which was why the atmosphere 

on set was very good. Other than the liveliness, everyone felt as though they had been injected with 

stimulants. Every morning after they woke up.., they were all in high spirits. There was no trace of the 

tiredness that was left behind from yesterday’s filming. 

The filming progress was also very fast. At the same time, the post-production was also ongoing. If both 

sides worked together, it would save a lot of time. It was estimated that they would be able to find the 

spring festival slot that would be stuck next year. 

It was very easy for the first two to apply for the spring festival slot. After all, the box office earnings 

from the first movie were all there. Other things aside, as long as the first movie was released, it could 

be said that the box office earnings would be more than four billion, perhaps no film dealer would 

refuse. 

Therefore, they only had a year’s time. It looked like they had a lot of time, but in fact, time was very 

tight. 

Old Master Lu brought Xun Xun to play in the forest every day. It was really thanks to his age. However, 

he was not much different from a child. He brought Xun Xun around all day long, one time, he took away 

a bird’s nest and brought back a few small birds. He said that he wanted Xun Xun to keep them. 

When Yan Huan found out about it, he did not know whether to laugh or cry. However, he had to admit 

that perhaps it was because the air here was too good, whether it was for food, drink, or living, they had 

not been polluted. They, who were originally in poor health, actually felt better. 



Even father Lu and son Lu could feel it. He practiced tai chi very well. He was in front, and Xun Xun had 

to follow behind great-grandfather. His small arms and legs were also well-trained. 

Later on, he even took in a few students. Director Jin was the first among them. He practiced tai chi with 

the chief every day. Not long after, the old chief became uncle Lu. There was more laughter on the set, 

however, he was also much more tired. 

Lu Yi brought in a basin of water. Yan Huan was already leaning on the side and about to fall asleep. To 

be able to fall asleep in such a position, it could be seen that he was really tired. 

Chapter 1928: Zhang Yanhuan, you’re a witch 

 

“Huanhuan, wake up.”He patted Yan Huan’s face. They were all so tired, so it was no wonder. They had 

to walk down the high road every day, and they didn’t use any doubles. There was no intention of using 

doubles in the entire production team, everyone was acting in person. Before the shooting started, Yan 

Zheng had explained that there were no doubles in the first two scenes. Yan Huan and Liangchen’s own 

were useless. Your next minor supporting role.., how could they have the nerve to use doubles. 

The reason why they didn’t use doubles in the first two scenes was because they wanted to shoot to the 

point of realism. All the scenes here were real, including the acting skills of the actors. 

It was only then that he realized how tired and laborious they had to be in the first scene. 

The conditions at that time weren’t as good as they were now. They didn’t even have electricity. They 

used generators, lived in tents, filmed when it rained, filmed when it snowed, and filmed under the Sun. 

Other times, it was still fine. However, in winter, the temperature had already reached minus ten 

degrees Celsius. 

And in such a year, they had finished filming the entire first film and had also earned close to five billion 

yuan at the box office. It was also because of this film that Yan Huan had won the Best Actress award, 

that was the International Best Actress award. 

When they watched it, they only felt that the scene was very shocking and also very thrilling. But after 

all this, they could not figure out just what Yan Huan did for this scene, it was possible that he would risk 

his own life. 

Lu Yi took off Yan Huan’s shoes and saw that her feet were also blisters from grinding. 

Yan Huan opened her eyes and sat up, only to find that Lu Yi had taken off her socks for her. 

“Let me do it.”Yan Huan wanted to hide her feet because they were stuffed into her shoes every day. 

She felt that her feet were starting to smell. How could she be embarrassed. 

“It’s alright. We’ve been married for so long.”Lu Yi tested the temperature of the water before placing 

her feet inside. 



Yan Huan looked at Lu Yi. She was still wondering if there had been an itch between them for seven 

years. Fortunately, she didn’t ask about it. Otherwise, Lu Yi would have been unwilling to talk to her for 

a few days. 

Now that Lu Yi was here, she only filmed her own scenes every day. No matter how intense she was, she 

wasn’t afraid. As long as she came back, there would be someone who would care about her, someone 

who would protect her, someone who would remind her to eat.., a man who wanted to get up was 

better than her alarm clock. 

When Yan Huan fell asleep, Lu Yi took out his laptop and started to handle his work. His work was now 

done through the computer. He would return to the prosecutor’s office once a week, if there was a case, 

they would inform her directly. So, most of the time, he was here. 

When he turned around, he saw Yan Huan turn around. Some of the blankets had fallen off. He 

stretched out his hand and skillfully pulled the blanket under her chin. The weather was getting colder 

and colder. There was no heating in here, it seemed that he had to order a batch of electric heaters in 

advance. Then, it would not be so cold anymore. 

And he knew that Yan Huan was the most afraid of the cold. She could not stand the cold. 

Yan Huan squatted down and met Xun Xun’s big eyes. 

“Baby, from today onwards, we will be filming. Just like the last time, we have to listen to Grandpa Jin. 

Do you understand? Look at how they have fed you so much rice. You have to work hard, okay?” 

“MMM.”Xunxun nodded her head. “Mummy, Xunxun will work hard and be very obedient.” 

Yan Huan really wanted to hug and kiss his soft and cute daughter. However, they were about to start 

filming, and the old man was sitting at the side. His face was so tense that it was scary. 

Was he protesting against her taking advantage of his daughter as a Mother? 

But she wasn’t anyone else. She was Xunxun’s biological mother. 

Yan Huan stood at the side. She was actually quite nervous. After all, Xunxun was still young. She was 

afraid that the little girl’s acting wasn’t very good. In fact, she wasn’t the only one. Many people were 

worried, the child star they had originally looked for was already seven years old and had some 

knowledge of things. However, xunxun was different. Xunxun was only three years old. She was still too 

young. There were very few child stars who were three years old, moreover, she wanted to stir up such 

a big drama, which made them really worried. 

Director Jin nervously wiped the sweat off his palms. After the filming started, xunxun’s performance 

was satisfactory. Her performance was very good, and she played a little wild girl to perfection, in this 

aspect, she was definitely like her mother and not like her father. As for her father, they were Lu Qi and 

Lu Guang. They really did not have any talent in acting. Instead, it was xunxun who was like the Sunshine 

in the production crew, she could really bring them all sorts of surprises anytime and anywhere. 

The process of Xunxun’s filming was very good. She was playing the role of a child in a tribe. She did not 

have many lines. The director would make her use all sorts of expressions and looks, and she really 



acted correctly, however, there were some habits that could not be changed. As soon as she saw Yan 

Huan, she would call out to her mother. 

And every time this happened, it would make the others unable to hold back their laughter. 

However, it had to be said that she still performed very well. She was a very dedicated little actress who 

was not afraid of hardship or tiredness. She was clearly a child who loved cleanliness and beauty, but for 

the sake of filming.., she was also willing to make herself dirty. 

She was also willing to endure hardship. In the entire set, she was probably the most serious little 

actress. Adults sometimes could not hold it in. When she filmed certain scenes, she wanted to laugh too 

much, however, xunxun always had a serious expression on her face. This was because the characters in 

the script were very similar. 

Xunxun had been here for a month. She had been playing with her great-grandfather. If she had not 

gone to pick up leaves or tree branches, she would have picked up quite a number of beautiful feathers. 

Now that they had just started filming, she was familiar with everyone, so there was nothing strange 

about her acting. Of course, when she acted, she was well-coordinated. 

However, the scene inside made Yan Huan not know what to do? 

This was a scene in the rain. If Xun Xun wanted to shoot, she wanted to shoot. 

Yan Huan first glanced at Old Master Lu. 

“Don’t look at me. That’s Your Daughter.”Old Master Lu was eating with a sour expression. “How can 

you torment your daughter like this? Yan Huan, you’re a witch.” 

Yan Huan hugged Xun Xun in her arms. She couldn’t bear to see her daughter suffer like this. However, 

this was their professional ethics as actors, and it was something they should do. 

“It’s okay,”Lu Yi comforted her. He also hugged Xun Xun from her arms. 

“Our Xun Xun is the bravest, right?” 

Lu Yi asked his daughter. 

Chapter 1929: A Child with a temper 

 

Xunxun nodded her little head vigorously. 

Xunxun was very obedient and brave. Xunxun was as brave as her brother. She was a very brave child to 

begin with. 

“Then we’ll have to get caught in some rain later. We can’t use umbrellas. Maybe Xunxun will feel very 

uncomfortable, but we must endure it, okay?” 

Xunxun thought for a moment before nodding her head. 

“Xunxun, listen to Ba Ba’s words.” 



“Go,”Lu Yi nudged Yan Huan. “It’s okay. Her body isn’t that bad now. It’s just that the rain isn’t a big 

deal. I asked Auntie Gu to boil some ginger soup for her to drink later.” 

Yan Huan lowered her head and looked at her daughter again. 

Xun Xun tilted her little head and smiled happily at her mother. 

“Mommy, Xun Xun will listen to you. Xun Xun isn’t afraid.” 

Yan Huan paused for a moment. This was the first time and it would be the last time. She had already 

decided that she wouldn’t let Xun Xun shoot any more movies in the future, nor would she be allowed 

to be a child star. Being a child star wasn’t that easy, this was a waste of a child’s future. 

Although she was not a child star herself, she had been exposed to these things since she was young. 

Therefore, she would not let Xunxun Walk the path she had taken. She only wanted Xunxun to be an 

ordinary child. 

When she came out, the cold wind outside kept blowing, and the sound of Raindrops falling could still 

be heard by her ears. 

Xunxun held her mother’s finger, and then leaned her little head on her mother’s shoulder. She would 

be very obedient and not cry. 

The scene lasted about half an hour on the right. All the staff were drenched in the rain. There was also 

a three-year-old child, but that child did not say a word. She just stood in the rain, she also opened her 

big eyes. Her small expression also made people feel quite pitiful. However, no matter how pitiful she 

was, she could not help it. There was also her determination and her small lips, which had always been 

tightly pursed. 

After the shoot was over, Yan Huan hurriedly carried her daughter back. When she arrived, Old Master 

Lu had already carried Xun Xun away. Lu Yi draped a piece of clothing over Yan Huan’s shoulder. “Let’s 

go. Let’s go take a shower first.” 

Yan Huan did not move. She only looked at Old Master Lu’s back. 

“It’s alright.”Lu Yi held her shoulder again. ‘Let’s go take a shower first. In a while, we’ll drink a bowl of 

ginger soup. Don’t worry about Xun Xun. Grandfather is here.’ 

Yan Huan could only return to her small room. No matter how much she drank from the soup, she was 

still worried about Xun Xun. 

It was only when it was time to eat that Xunxun came out. Her little face was flushed red and she had 

changed her clothes. 

“Mommy...”xunxun ran over and stretched out her two small arms for her mother to hug. 

Yan Huan carried her daughter and let her sit on his lap. She also carefully touched her daughter’s small 

forehead, afraid that she would catch a cold. 



“HMPH!”Old Master Lu snorted. Although he did not stop Yan Huan from letting Xunxun shoot that kind 

of scene, he was still very unhappy. His little xunxun, they had always been so careful to protect her 

since she was young, this little girl was weak and sickly. How could she be so tormented? 

This made Yan Huan blame himself even more. 

Xunxun tugged at Yan Huan’s sleeve. “Mommy, Xunxun did well in the shoot. Xunxun is very brave, 

right?” 

Yan Huan touched her daughter’s little face again. “Mm, Our Xun Xun is very brave. She’s also the 

smartest and most beautiful child.” 

Xun Xun buried her little head in her mother’s neck. Her mother was praising her so much that she was a 

little shy. 

The noodles that the production team had eaten today were a little stiff, so Auntie Gu had prepared 

other meals for them. Xun Xun would be fine with just eating this. On the other hand, Xun Xun had 

eaten very happily today. She had already eaten two bowls of rice, in a while, she ate her little belly until 

it was round and round. Old Master Lu also brought her out for digestion. However, it was raining 

outside now, so even if they wanted to go out, they had nowhere to go.., so they could only walk around 

the house. 

At night, Lu Yi carried Xun Xun over. 

He knew that Yan Huan was worried about his daughter and was afraid that she would get sick, so he 

kept her awake the whole night. 

The next morning, the first thing the little girl did when she woke up was to drink milk. 

Lu Yi had already placed the bottle in her careful hand. 

“Baby, you can really wean yourself.” 

Lu Yi pinched his daughter’s feet and was afraid of her. He still drank like this. He really had to use a cup 

and not a bottle. 

Xun Xun probably knew that her father had said something about her. She turned over and continued to 

drink the milk. Anyway, she had to drink the milk. 

“You still want to play with my temper?”Lu Yi turned the little girl over and reached out his fingers to 

scratch her little face. 

Xunxun ignored her father. Now, no one could make her put down the milk bottle. 

Fortunately, Lu Yi touched his daughter’s forehead again. It was good that she didn’t have a fever. Yes, it 

was good that she didn’t have a fever. The little girl always lived a night in peace. Presumably, she 

wouldn’t catch a cold again. 

She was fine. Now, she didn’t need to do anything. After she woke up and drank her milk, she would 

have to eat later. After she finished eating, she would still have to eat snacks. However, she didn’t know 



that her mother still had to film in the rain. This was the nature of being an actress, others only saw her 

splendor, but they didn’t see their dedication. 

Lu Yi couldn’t help with any of this. He could only ask Aunt Gu to boil some ginger soup for everyone to 

drink a bowl. 

The filming of this rain scene lasted for about three days. On the fourth day, the rain was still falling. The 

production team was forced to give everyone a day off, so that everyone could have a good rest. 

It was unknown whether it was because of the raw food they were eating, or because Auntie Gu’s bowl 

of ginger soup was too timely. After a few days of filming, not a single person fell sick, not even a little 

cold. 

“In a few more days, there won’t be any scenes of xunxun,”Yan Huan said as he stroked his daughter’s 

little head. Their progress was very fast, much faster than they had imagined, and the filming was also 

very smooth, if they continued at this pace, they might be able to finish filming in less than a year’s time. 

Xunxun could also go home earlier. After all, Xunxun was still too young. It was almost winter here, and 

the weather would be very cold. It was also very easy to get sick. Furthermore, Old Master Lu was 

already old, so it was better for him to go home earlier, the old and the young could not be compared to 

the young. 

Lu Yi thought the same. First, he sent the old and the young back. They continued to guard the place and 

waited for the rest of the filming to be completed. Of course, they were also preparing for a very cold 

winter. However, no matter how cold it was.., it would be much warmer than the first time before the 

last shoot. At the very least, there would still be a heater. 

Chapter 1930: Winter had arrived, and his fingers were frozen 

 

When Xun Xun had finished filming the last scene, Old Master Lu was going to bring Xun Xun back. It was 

good to live in a natural environment. This place was not bad, but it was not good to stay for too long, 

especially old master Lu, he missed his two grandsons. Although he loved Xun Xun the most, it did not 

mean that he did not love his grandsons. Moreover, the place was getting colder and colder. His old 

bones could not stand it, even though.., he did not admit that he was old at all. At the very least, he felt 

that he was still very young. However, he was still young. He could no longer be compared to other 

young people. 

“Xunxun, you have to go home obediently, understand?”Yan Huan squatted on the ground and tried to 

reason with xunxun. Xunxun was a very smart child. She could understand reason. 

“Mommy, aren’t you going back?”Xunxun pouted. She wanted to be with her mother and not go back. 

“Mommy wants to earn money for you and brother,”Yan Huan coaxed her daughter. As long as she said 

that she would earn milk powder for them, xunxun would be obedient. who asked Xunxun to drink milk 

powder every day? If she didn’t drink it, she would starve, of course, this was also the philosophy that Lu 

Yi, the father, had instilled in the children since they were young. 

“Mom will return home after work, and Xun Xun can also be with brother and grandmother.” 



Although Xun Xun wasn’t too willing, she still followed Old Master Lu back in the end. 

Yan Huan calculated his own time. It was likely that she would be able to return home for a long time. 

Although the helicopter was really convenient, there were so many people in the production team. It 

was impossible for her to return and leave just because it was convenient. 

Liangchen and Qi haolin were both here. They had left their daughters at home for a very long time. 

They could not see their daughters. Could it be that they did not want to see their daughters? Did they 

not want to see their daughters? Of course they wanted to. However, the movie was not finished yet. 

How could they return? They were afraid that they would not be able to bear it. They were afraid that 

they would be distracted when they returned. They were afraid that they would not have the patience 

to continue filming, they were also afraid that they wouldn’t be able to recover to their current state. 

That was why Yan Huan never thought of going back. She just stayed in the production team and waited 

for the movie to be finished. 

When xunxun had just arrived home, Ye Shuyun almost cried when she saw her granddaughter. 

Her Little Xunxun, how long had she been gone? She almost missed her to death. 

Fortunately, she touched Xunxun’s little face. 

She had gained some weight and seemed to have grown taller. Fortunately, she did not get tanned and 

was still a rather fair little glutinous rice ball. 

A few days after Xun Xun came back, Hai City welcomed a major cooling down. Actually, it was not just 

hai city. Many places were the same. This year’s winter was also because the cold air this time came 

faster than usual, it was also colder. 

Ye Shuyun couldn’t help but let out a sigh of relief. Hai city was always so cold, let alone other places. 

She also heard that the primeval forest where Yan Huan was filming was much colder than Hai City. 

Fortunately, Xun Huan came back, otherwise, she would definitely get sick there. This child had always 

been a worry since she was young. 

However, seeing how happy she was to be with her brother and running around the house, she could 

not help but feel gratified. It was not easy to raise a little girl who weighed two kilograms to this age. 

However, she was also worried about Yan Huan and Lu Yi who were still filming. If it were not for the 

fact that she still had three children at home, she would have really wanted to go over and take a look. 

At this moment, just as ye Shuyun was worried, the filming location was already extremely cold. 

Yesterday was like autumn, but today was like winter. It was just right.., the heater that the filming crew 

had set up a few days ago could now be used. 

As soon as Yan Huan entered the room, he discovered that the interior of the room was warm. The cold 

outside seemed to no longer exist. 

“Here, let me warm you up.” 

Lu Yi put his big hand on the face of Yan Huan, but also can clearly feel her skin, oozing out of those cold. 



“How are you?” 

Lu Yi is very worried about Yan Huan, even if it is again cold, Yan Huan or to continue to film, the colder 

the more to film. 

“It’s fine.”Yan Huan gently exhaled a breath, and then reached out to hug his waist, burying her face in 

his chest. Her face was pressed against his chest, and not only did she hear the beating of his heart, she 

was also absorbing the warmth from his body. 

Perhaps the first two strokes were even more difficult and time-consuming than the first one. It would 

also take a lot of effort and effort, and she would have to endure a lot of hardship. However, she felt 

that it was not because of hardship. Because he was here, because he was accompanying her. 

Therefore, for the sake of this companionship, no matter what happened, she had to persevere. Yes, she 

would persevere. She would always persevere. 

She braced herself and walked to the table. She picked up a bowl and started eating. Today’s rice was 

fried rice and it was very delicious. It could be seen that the chef was really responsible. At the very 

least, they had worked very hard to make a very delicious meal out of the available ingredients.., . . 

She finished a bowl of fried rice and when she raised her head, she saw Lu Yi smiling at her. 

“Good luck.”He reached out and placed his hand on Yan Huan’s face. 

Yan Huan used his face to rub against his big hand. 

Yes, she would do her best. Of course, she would do her best. She stood up and opened the door. 

Suddenly, a gust of cold wind blew outside. Yan Huan placed his hand in front of his eyes and did not 

hesitate at all, then, he walked into the cold wind. 

Then, he started filming with the others. 

Time passed day by day, and the days passed day by day. 

The weather was getting colder and colder. However, no matter what the weather was like, the people 

in the production team did not have a single day to rest. Their progress was really very fast. Perhaps it 

would be even faster than they had expected, their completion was also a little more outstanding. 

The northern wind blew, blowing away the cold winter. After the winter solstice, the ground quickly 

turned into a sheet of ice crystal white. 

It was really too cold here. It was so cold that even breathing out an extra breath felt like it was going to 

be frozen. 

Lu Yi took a towel and carefully wiped Yan Huan’s hands dry. After he was done, he applied the frostbite 

medicine on her hands. Although she hadn’t suffered frostbite yet, based on Yan Huan’s experience in 

the past.., it was very likely that she would suffer frostbite again this winter. 

Therefore, Lu Yi had already applied this medicine on her since the beginning of winter. He had spent a 

lot of effort to find this medicine, and it was the best medicine for frostbite. However, no matter how 



good the medicine was, he still felt that it wasn’t too safe, after all, Yan Huan’s frostbite wasn’t 

something that had happened for a year or two. 

With the temperature in Hai City, Yan Huan did not like to go out. The heater in her house had always 

been very hot. However, when she arrived here, it was around minus ten degrees Celsius. It was very 

easy for her to get frostbite. 

Although Lu Yi was very careful and helped her apply the medicine every day, the conditions were a little 

too harsh. When Lu Yi tried to help her apply the medicine, he realized that her fingers were a little 

swollen. 

 


